Conformal invariance and the Ising model on a spheroid.
We formulate conformal mappings between an infinite plane and a spheroid, and one between a semi-infinite plane and a half spheroid. Special cases of the spheroid include the surface of an infinitely long cylinder, of a sphere, and of a flat disc. These mappings are applied to the critical Ising model. For the case of the sphere and the flat disc, we derive analytical expressions for the second and the fourth moments of the magnetization density, and thus for the Binder cumulant. Next, we investigate Ising models on spheroids and half spheroids by means of a continuous cluster Monte Carlo method for simulations in curved geometries. Fixed and free boundary conditions are imposed for half spheroids. The Monte Carlo data are analyzed by finite-size scaling. Critical values of the Binder cumulants and other ratios on the sphere and on the flat disc agree precisely with the exact calculations mentioned above. At criticality, we also sample two- and one-point correlation functions on spheroids on half spheroids, respectively. The magnetic and temperature scaling dimensions, as determined from the Monte Carlo data and the theory of conformal invariance, are in good agreement with exact results.